Sequence similarity is probably the most widely used tool to infer functional linkage between proteins. The fully sequenced, much researched, genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae gives us on opportunity to compare and statistically quantify computational methods based on sequence similarity, which aim to detect such linkage. In addition, the amount of data regarding Saccharomyces Cerevisiae genes and proteins, which is not directly based on sequence is rapidly increasing. Consequently, it allows investigation of the connections and correlation between classi cation based on these types of data and that based solely on sequence similarity. In this work we start with a simple clustering algorithm to cluster genes based on the BLAST E-score of their similarity. We analyze how well one can infer function from these clusters and for how many of the genes that are currently unknown one can suggest a prediction. Given these parameters, we show that even a simple algorithm achieves better results than simply considering the BLAST output of matching genes. In the second part of the paper, we show that there is a highly signi cant correlation (p-value , 10 4 for the vast majority of the experiments) between the aforementioned clusters and other types of classi cations. Namely, we show that a pair of genes being clustered together is correlated with these genes having similar expression patterns in DNA array experiments and with the encoded proteins being involved in protein-protein interactions. Although this correlation is highly signi cant, it is, of course, not strong enough to be, by itself, a tool for predicting co-regulation of genes or interaction of proteins. We discuss possible explanations for this correlation. Furthermore, the statistical evaluation of these results should be considered when developing tools that are aimed at making such predictions.
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
A lthough the genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been known in full for a few years now, the role of almost half of the 6,280 ORFs is not known (Goffeau et al., 1996; Mewes et al., 1997) .
predict either co-regulation of genes or protein-protein interactions. While statistically signi cant, only a relatively small number of pairs are actually clustered together. Thus, we view this result as something to be considered when such predictions are actually made. That is, one should keep in mind that part of the success might be due to sequence similarity. In both cases, we suspect that a major reason for this correlation are duplication events. Duplication of the regulatory regions of genes, in addition to that of the gene sequences, could well result in genes governed by similar transcription factors. This assumption is supported by the fact that the correlation with gene expression data is also evident when genes are clustered by the similarity of their upstream regions.
In the case of protein-protein interactions, duplication of a gene that codes for a protein that forms a homodimer (or a higher complex) might lead to two similar proteins that form such a complex together. The relative abundance in the data of proteins listed as interacting with themselves indicates that this might be one of the reasons for the correlation found.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next two sections, we survey the data sets we use and the clustering algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 show the results discussed above for functional prediction and correlation to other types of data, respectively. Section 6 presents a few examples of biological information that can be inferred from the clusters and also notes some pitfalls one should avoid when using such a method. Concluding remarks and further research suggested by the results presented here are discussed in the nal section.
DATA
Four sources provide the data used in this work. The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD, Cherry et al., 1998) gives an annotation for a little over half of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae ORFs, usually a few words (e.g., "chromatin structure" or "transcription"). All in all, there are 540 syntactically different types of annotations, though some are an elaboration of others (e.g., "transcription" and "transcription and DNA repair"). Sequence information and position along the genome was also obtained from the SGD, where 6,280 ORFs are listed. The ORF sequences were used to generate the initial clustering, and the 600 nucleotide sequences preceding the translation start codon of each gene were de ned as the genes upstream sequence. The SGD is accessible at genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces.
Gene expression data is taken from large-scale gene expression measurements during cell division described by Spellman et al. (1998) . Eisen et al. (1998) list the actual data for 2,465 genes, which we used. They list the log ratio between the expression level in each of 47 experiments and that of some base line, giving a vector of relative expression levels for each of them. In addition, a way to compute the correlation between two expression pro les was suggested and adopted here-the correlation between two vectors is de ned as their normalized inner product (taking G offset of Eisen et al. [1998 ] to be 0). Using this de nition, a list of the 495 gene pairs with correlation at least 0.9 was generated.
The Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP, Xenarios et al., 2000) lists 1,550 pairs of Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins that are known to interact. Most pairs (85%) were obtained from a large set of two hybrid screening (Uetz and Hughes, 2000) and are supplemented by experimental results. Because selfinteracting proteins (e.g., dimers or trimers) are not relevant for our analysis, our data set is slightly smaller, including 1,466 pairs. The DIP is accessible at www.dip. doe-mbi.ucla.edu. An additional source of interacting proteins are two recent hybrid tests of Ito et al. (2001) . They list 857 pairs of proteins for which they obtained consistent results, the so-called "core data." Excluding again self-interacting proteins, the resulting data set contains 789 pairs.
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
A hierarchical clustering of a space (the space of all genes in our case) is a set of partitions of the space. Each partition is called a "level," and lower levels are a re nement of higher ones. That is, points clustered together at some level must also be clustered together at all higher levels.
The hierarchical clustering algorithm used here is perhaps the simplest one can devise: Start with each gene being a single cluster and then iteratively merge the two closest clusters into one. The clusters after contained with these clusters, and the number of pairs of genes contained within these clusters. The last two columns measure how similar the genes within each cluster are: The 6th column is the average E-score over all clustered pairs with E-score at least one, and the 7th is the number of clustered pairs with E-score greater than one.
each iteration may be considered a level in the clustering hierarchy, but for practical reasons, the algorithm receives the number of desired levels and lists the clusters at equal intervals to produce a hierarchy of the desired size. Speci cally, the number of hierarchy levels was chosen arbitrarily to be 50. Thus, we de ne a level in the hierarchy as the state of the clustering every 123 mergers (starting with 6,280 clusters and taking the states at 51 equal intervals, with the 51st level being that where there is one cluster containing all sequences). The crucial point, of course, is to formalize the notion of distance between clusters of genes, for the merger step of the algorithm to be well de ned. We start by de ning the distance between two genes as the E-score BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) assigns for one of them matching the other. This was previously shown to work well for clustering proteins (Yona et al., 1999) . The distance between two clusters of genes is then de ned to be the geometric average of the distances between all pairs of genes, where one is from the rst cluster and the other from the second.
Formally, we de ne: For g 1 , g 2 genes and A; B clusters:
Therefore, as a preliminary step to the clustering, BLAST was used to compare the entire set of genes with itself (using default values for ltering and scoring). For practical reasons, some limit had to be assigned to the number of matches produced for each gene. In this case, only matches with E-score less than 1 were printed. This leaves us with the problem of de ning the distance between two genes that BLAST did not match-indeed, most genes fall into this category. An arbitrary value of 10 was used for these pairs. Note that since the geometric average is used, the distance between two clusters is not sensitive to this value. Conversely, if a pair with E-score 0 is split between two clusters, the distance between the two clusters will be 0, no matter what the distance between the other genes is. Since an E-score of 0 actually means that according to the extreme distribution the chance of such a matching occurring at random is negligible (but not truly 0), and to avoid the problem described above, an E-score of 0 is treated as 10 ¡200 . Note, however, that due to the greedy nature of the clustering algorithm, this problem will not actually come into effect. In what follows, clusters of size 1 are not considered part of the clustering. Table 1 gives an overview of the clustering hierarchy created by the algorithm.
FUNCTIONAL PREDICTION
In this section, we develop a framework to quantify and compare the success ratio of functional predictions. Using this framework, we evaluate a method for making such predictions based on the clustering hierarchy described in the previous section. This method is compared to a straightforward one and is shown to perform better.
In essence, both methods employ the simple assumption that sequence similarity leads to functional similarity. Using the clustering hierarchy, this translates into the prediction that clustered genes have similar function. The alternative method, henceforth the BLAST-matches method, uses BLAST to nd, for each gene, a list of similar genes ("matches"). It then predicts that the original gene has a function similar to that of its matches. Note that this alternative method is more permissive, since there is no transitivity requirement, and thus, a priori, it might be thought to produce better results.
For any functional prediction algorithm, one expects an inherent tradeoff between the quality and the number of predictions made (this is sometimes referred to as speci city versus sensitivity). Roughly, some predictions can be considered more certain than others, according to the assumptions on which the algorithm is based. For example, in our case the assumption is that highly similar genes will have the same function, and thus for genes that indeed have some highly similar homologues a prediction can be made at a higher certainty than for those that do not.
The clustering hierarchy circumvents this problem, in the sense that it induces a set of predictions, rather than attempt to locate the best tradeoff balance. Lower levels in the hierarchy are expected to suggest a small number of fairly accurate predictions, while higher ones are expected to offer a greater number of predictions, at the expense of accuracy. The alternative method can likewise consider only the best matches produced by BLAST-the smaller a number considered, the better the predictions are expected to be.
Our study is based on the functional annotation for Saccharomyces cerevisiae ORFs given in the SGD (described in Section 2). As noted there, it labels about half the ORFs with one of 540 annotations. The accuracy of predictions will be based on how well they re ect the annotations in the SGD, and their usefulness will be measured in the number of predictions suggested for genes for which no annotation exists in the SGD.
More formally, we de ne a soft prediction for a gene g as a vector of nonnegative entries over the annotation space, that sum up to 1. That is, each gene g is associated with a vector (g 1 ; : : : ; g 540 ) such that P 540 iD1 g i D 1, g i¸0 , and each g i re ects how likely the corresponding annotation is. When making a prediction for a gene g, whose annotation is known to be the ith one, the success ratio of the prediction is de ned as g i . This measures how likely the correct annotation was predicted to be.
The soft prediction of a given clustering level is de ned in a straightforward manner. For each gene g in a nontrivial cluster, where some of the other genes are annotated, the soft prediction for g is the distribution of annotations among the other genes. Formally, for a gene g in cluster C, let C i be the number of times the ith annotation appears in Cnfgg. Then the soft prediction for g is (g 1 ; : : : ; g 540 ) where g i D .
P j C j / ¡1 C i . Similarly, the soft prediction for a gene g suggested by the BLAST-matches method is the distribution of annotations among the genes that match g. To compare the two methods, the BLAST-matches method was used to generate a prediction for each clustered gene. For a gene g appearing in a cluster of size s, this prediction was calculated from the annotations of the best (s ¡ 1) matches produced by BLAST. Arguably, this gives some advantage to the cluster-based method, since the comparison is done in the "arena" of this method-the number s is determined by the size of the clusters. However, since the hierarchy levels were chosen as arbitrary states of the clustering algorithm, we expect this bias to be negligible.
Note that at higher levels, some genes do not have a suf cient number of BLAST matches. That is, in the above notation, a gene g may have less than (s ¡ 1) matches. In these cases, a smaller number of matches is used to generate the prediction.
Roughly, one would expect the following behavior. At lower levels, only genes that are extremely similar are clustered together or included among the best BLAST matches. At these levels, we expect a high success ratio and little difference between the two methods. In the middle levels, the advantage of clustering, that is, the establishment of a structure that is more global than simply the BLAST matches, is expected to come into effect, offering better results. At the top levels, it is probable that clusters are over-merged, and that the success ratio would be rather low, for both methods. If that is the case, then it is of little interest which low number is higher.
The success ratio for each gene in the cluster-based method was compared at each level to that achieved by the BLAST-matches method. Considering the genes for which the success ratio of the two methods was different, the fraction for which the cluster-based method performed better was then calculated ( Fig. 1(top) ).
FIG. 1. (Top) Distribution of success ratio advantage.
A solid line shows the fraction of genes for which there was a higher success ratio when using the cluster-based method. The fraction is out of the total number of genes for which the success ratio differed. This is a small number at low levels (zero at the rst three), and several hundreds at mid levels. With the exception of the top most level, more genes score a higher success ratio when using the cluster based predictions than vice versa. (Middle) Average success ratio of the two prediction methods, clusters of size > 4. A solid line describes the average success ratio for the soft predictions based on clustering hierarchy, at each level, ignoring clusters of size less than 5. Broken line describes the success ratio of the BLAST matches method on the same genes. X's shows the success ratio of the cluster-based method on all. The advantage of clustering is more apparent, as is the fact that the success ratio increases when ignoring very small clusters (it is 1 for levels one through ve). (Bottom) Average number of annotations suggested for genes that are not annotated in the SGD, and a prediction exists. A solid line describes the average number of such annotations suggested by the clustering at each level, and a broken line the average number of such annotation based on the corresponding number of BLAST matches. For the comparison to be visible, values over 4 are not shown. They are about 8 for both methods at the 46th level and climb to 37 at the top-most level for the cluster-based method.
BILU AND LINIAL
For the top three levels no such genes exist. In the next levels such genes begin to appear-for example, there are 30 of them at level 10, 106 at level 20, 369 at level 30 and 657 at level 40. In all levels but the top most, the cluster-based method outperforms the BLAST-matches one. In addition, the average success ratio over all genes was computed at each level. For almost all levels, the average success ratio for the cluster-based methods was higher than that of the BLAST-matches method. The exceptions are at the rst level, where both success ratios are equal, and at the top most level, where the BLAST-matches method achieves a slightly higher success ratio. The difference between the two, however, is not very high, between 0.01 and 0.03 (data not shown). Although it is expected that when inferring function for unknown genes the success ratio will be lower than that calculated (see the example in Section 6 for one reason for this), it is still notable that we get a substantial number of the unknown genes covered in levels where the success ratio is high. For example, at level 7 the success ratio is 0.9, and 250 unknown genes have (exactly) one annotation suggested.
In the latter comparison, all nontrivial clusters were considered. However, there are many small clusters in the hierarchy, and they can be seen as giving dubious predictions. For example, clusters of size two base the prediction for each of the genes solely on the function of the other one. To explore the effect of these clusters, the same averaging was done, but this time only on genes in clusters of size three or bigger. As a result, both the gap between the two methods and the actual success ratio increased ( Fig. 1(middle) ). Limiting the analysis to even bigger clusters (sizes 4 and 5 were tested, data not shown), further increases both. This demonstrates the tradeoff discussed previously-better success ratio is achieved at the expense of a smaller number of predictions.
The success ratio of a soft prediction gives a notion of how successful predictions are expected to be "on the average". When actually trying to predict the function of an unknown gene, one might allow several suggestions, but their number should be small. Figure 1 (bottom) compares the average number of annotations given to genes for which there is no annotation in the SGD by the cluster-based and the BLAST-matches methods. On the average, the cluster-based method suggests a more concise set of annotations, which is advantageous.
Next, we de ne a strict prediction to be a prediction of exactly one annotation per gene. The success ratio of a strict prediction is either 1, if the annotation is the same as in the SGD, or 0 if it isn't. This can be viewed as limiting the soft predictions to vectors of 0's and 1. To compare the cluster-based and the BLAST-matches methods, we restrict the comparison to those soft predictions that were already
FIG. 2.
Comparison of strict predictions. A solid line shows the average success ratio of predictions based on the clustering hierarchy, a broken line that of predictions based BLAST matches. Here the advantage of clustering is quite clear. It is interesting to note that at the last two levels, there is a sharp increase in the accuracy of predictions. This is probably due to the small number of predictions made, but also indicates that big clusters at the top of the hierarchy, where all the genes have the same annotation, might be trustworthy for inferring function of the unknown genes clustered there. Circles describe the number of such genes throughout the clustering hierarchy. At lower levels, when progressing from one level to the next, genes that were formerly not clustered now become so, leading to an increase in the number of such genes. At higher levels, the mergers are of pre-existing clusters, and when one which is thoroughly unknown is merged with one in which some annotations exist, the number of such genes decrease.
strict, that is, gave all the vector weight to one annotation. As with the soft predictions, when the success ratio for a gene is different between the two methods, it is usually the cluster-based one that performs better. Comparing the average success ratio (Fig. 2) further establishes this advantage. For example, at levels 10-30, the average success ratio of the cluster-based method is higher by 0.08-0.12. Ignoring the predictions for genes in very small clusters further raises the success ratio and widens the gap between the two methods. Ignoring clusters of size less than 5 leads to strict predictions with a success rate well over 0.9, all through the 21st level of the hierarchy.
Another case to consider is clusters where all the genes are unknown, especially at lower levels. This brings into focus genes that might share some unknown biological function (see Section 6 for examples) and thus can be used to guide further research. Figure 3 depicts the number of genes in such clusters, throughout the clustering hierarchy.
The results presented in this section establish the advantage of adopting the more global point of view offered by clustering the genes over that of considering the matches of each gene independently. Indeed, what is the difference between the two methods? Consider a gene g and the ordered list L of its BLAST matches. In both methods, the genes at the top of the list are considered for making a prediction for g. However, rather than considering the low ranking genes, the cluster-based methods prefers additional genes, not in L, that are similar to the top ranking ones (and those similar to these additional genes, etc.). The results show that this is bene cial.
A rather naive algorithm was used to generate the clustering hierarchy presented above. More sophisticated algorithms are expected to achieve better results. The framework developed in this section can be used to evaluate such algorithms. The results presented here provide a benchmark for such an evaluation.
CORRELATION TO NONSEQUENCE BASED CLASSIFICATIONS
In this section, we investigate the correlation between two genes being clustered together and those having some other common classi cation, which is not sequence based. In particular, we will show that the fact that the two genes appear in the same cluster is signi cantly correlated with them having similar expression patterns and with the encoded proteins being involved in protein-protein interactions. For both of these classi cations, we use a list of pairs of genes that are similar in their classi cations (see Section 2 for details) and count how many such pairs are clustered together at each level. We then compare this number to what is expected by a random model. Note that it is certainly not our claim that one can predict whether two proteins interact, or are coregulated, based on sequence similarity alone. Rather, we show that a correlation exists and is signi cant. It should be taken into account when making such predictions in earnest; that is, one should deduct predictions which can have been made based on sequence similarity alone. It also poses the question of why such a correlation exists, which we address at the end of this section.
Unlike the previous section, herein we shall not focus on how best to use sequence similarity for prediction.
The setting of the experiments in this section is as follows. A list of pairs of genes is given, and we are interested in three quantities: the number of pairs of genes in the list, for which both genes appear in the same cluster, the number of such pairs one would expect to appear at random, and, assuming that the former is higher, how signi cant is it being so.
The rst quantity is of course easy to calculate and requires merely going over the list and checking for each pair to which clusters its genes belong. For the latter two, one needs to de ne what the random model is. Here we will consider a random clustering of the genes of the same format as that which is evaluated.
Formally, say a clustering C is composed of m clusters of sizes s 1 ; : : : ; s m (including clusters of size 1). Denote by t i D P j <i s j the sum of cluster sizes up to the ith one (inclusive). Denote by G D fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g the entire set of genes, where n is 6,284 in our case.
A random clustering is induced by a random permutation. A random clustering associated with C, induced by a permutation p, is a clustering composed of m clusters, of sizes s 1 ; : : : ; s. The genes in cluster i are g p.t i C1/ , g p.t i C2/ ; : : : ; g p.t i Cs i / . In other words, pick a permutation of the genes at random and assign them into clusters in the order induced by the permutation. Now, given a list of pairs of genes, L, the expectation of the number of pairs from L appearing in the same cluster of a random clustering associated with C is easy to compute. Consider just one such pair, (g i ; g j ). The probability that both genes will fall into the kth cluster is s k .s k ¡1/ n.n¡1/ . Since the event of them being clustered in one cluster is disjoint from the event of them being clustered in another, the probability that both will be assigned to the same cluster is P kD1;:::;m s k .s k ¡1/ n.n¡1/ D 1 n.n¡1/ P kD1;:::;m s k .s k ¡ 1/, which is the ratio between the number of clustered pairs and that of all pairs. Indeed, equivalently we could have set the clustering, and picked the pair at random. (Note that this corrects the formula appearing in the preliminary version of this paper [Bilu and Linial, 2001 ].)
Next, assign each pair in L an indicator random variable X equal to 1 if the pair is clustered together and 0 otherwise. We have just calculated the probability that X is 1, which is also its expectation value. The number of pairs from L that are expected to be clustered together is the sum of these indicator variables and, by linearity of expectation, is equal to jLj n.n¡1/ P k¡1;:::;m s k .s k ¡ 1/. Finally, we need to estimate the signi cance of the number of pairs actually found. This is done using random simulations. Say that for a list L, there were v pairs clustered together in a clustering C (that is, C is the clustering at some hierarchy level). In a random simulation, 10,000 permutations were generated, and the induced random clustering was inspected. The number of simulations in which v or more pairs were found in the same cluster, divided by 10,000, is the estimate of how likely it is for v pairs to be found at random (p-value).
Three lists were compared using the scheme described above. Two are lists of pairs of proteins which are thought to interact-yeast proteins listed in the DIP and yeast proteins identi ed by the two hybrid essays of Ito et al. (2001) . The third was generated according to the data in Eisen et al. (1998) and contains all those pairs for which the correlation coef cient of their expression patterns is at least 0.9. See Section 2 for more details.
Figures 4 (top, middle, bottom) show the number of pairs clustered together at each level and the number expected by the random model described above. Clearly, the number of pairs clustered together is much higher than expected. This is especially remarkable considering the noisy nature of both DNA array measurements and of two-hybrid essays. It is not uncommon for the same gene to show great variance in its expression measurements under the same condition, so even under the same conditions (measurements during cell cycle in this case), the list of what we considered as highly correlated pairs might well vary.
Two-hybrid essays also suffer from this problem, as is shown by Ito et al. (2001) . Indeed, the overlap between their ndings and those of the previous major work in this eld, by , is only some 30%. The former is considered to be more accurate (Hazbun and Fields, 2001) , and thus it is encouraging that of this smaller data set, a larger number of pairs is clustered together. Eisen et al. (1998) and which are found in the same cluster, vs. expected. Circles describe the number of such pairs at each level, triangles the number expected by a random clustering (see text for details). Genes were considered to have highly correlated expression patterns, if their correlation coef cient was at least 0.9. Four hundred ninety-ve such pairs were found. For most levels, none of the 10,000 simulations achieved as high a number of pairs as that of the real clustering; that is, p-value is estimated to be smaller than 10 ¡4 . The exceptions are the bottom-most and top-most levels. This is not surprising, since at the bottom levels fewer pairs are clustered together; thus fewer pairs from the list are clustered together, and the difference between this number and the expected is small. In other words, it does not require a large deviation from the expected value to achieve as good a result as the real one. For the top levels, one can see in Table 1 that on the average sequence similarity within the cluster is not very high, and thus even if a correlation exists between these different types of classi cations, it will not become readily apparent there. Figure 5 shows the estimated p-values for each list at hierarchy levels where they are not all estimated to be lower than 10
¡4 . In addition to looking for pairs based on gene expression data, we calculated the average correlation of expression patterns over all clustered pairs for which such information was present. Figure 6 shows this average value over all levels. It is constantly higher than what is expected at random-the average over all pairs, which is 0.07. Using random simulation as above, except for the top four hierarchy levels, none of the simulations achieved results as good as those of the real clustering.
A nice con rmation of this correlation is attained by doing a complementary test-checking for sequence similarity between the pairs of genes on the third list mentioned above, that of genes with very similar expression data. We calculated three measures to analyze this. The rst is simply the number of pairs in   FIG. 6 . Average correlation between pairs of genes which are clustered together and also appear in Eisen et al. (1998) . Circles show the average correlation at each level. For comparison, the average correlation over all pairs for which data is listed is 0.007. the list that were matched by BLAST. This was found to be 53 times higher than expected at random. Next, we calculated the arithmetic average of the E-scores between pairs in the list that were matched and the average of the log of the E-scores (taking log 0 to be ¡500). Both were found to be about three times lower than expected at random.
One explanation for this correlation is that sequence similarity is often a result of gene duplication. When such a duplication event occurs, it stands to reason that not only the gene sequence will be duplicated, but also the regions of the chromosome around it. In particular, the upstream sequence preceding the gene sequence is duplicated, and within it, regulatory regions, such as transcription factor binding sites. Thus, it is likely that such similar genes will be regulated by the same transcription factors and show similar expression patterns. To test this hypothesis, we tested whether sequence similarity of upstream regions can indeed account for this correlation. For each gene, the 600 nucleotides preceding its translation start codon were de ned as its upstream regions, and all these regions were clustered together by the same algorithm discussed in Section 3. Then, the same statistical evaluation discussed here was used on these clusters. The results (not shown) are again signi cantly higher than random, but less so than those shown in Fig. 4  (top) . We conclude that indeed similarity of upstream region is partially responsible for this correlation, but is probably not the only reason.
Another explanation has to do with the fact that yeast genes that are similar in sequence tend to be juxtaposed along the genome (Kruglyak and Tang, 2000) . Indeed, a great abundance of such genes are clustered together. For example, between levels 7 and 38, from 400 to 500 such pairs are clustered together. That is, about 7.5% of such pairs are clustered together, which is some four hundred times what is expected at random. Now, if these genes are on complementary strands, and their adjacent extremes are those of the 5 0 , their upstream regions are likely to overlap, resulting, as in the former explanation, in regulation by the same transcription factors.
If this were true, we would expect, among the pairs of clustered genes with similar expression patterns, to see an over representation of genes that are consecutive along the genome in this manner. Unfortunately, although consecutive genes are relatively abundant in the clusters, they are less so among the genes in the list generated from the gene expression data-5 out of 495. Of these ve, none are clustered together, so this rather appealing explanation does not seem to be supported.
Duplication of genes as a reason for sequence similarity might also account for the correlation with protein-protein interaction data. Consider a protein that forms a multimeric complex. After a duplication of such a gene, the two copies may still form a similar complex, but now there are two different proteins involved in the interaction. This is likely to create the observed bias, if such complexes are common. Indeed, protein dimerization plays a fundamental role in various cell biological processes. Clear examples are receptor protein kinases and transcription factors whose dimerization induces a signal transduction cascade and gene expression, respectively. This is also evident in the data sets we used. In both, there is an overrepresentation of such interactions-84 out of 1,550 in the DIP and 64 out of 857 in the core data of Ito et al. (2001) , where only 1 in 3,000 is expected if the genes are picked at random. Thus, this might be the reason for the observed correlation.
To conclude, it is clear that, on the one hand, the correlation found is not a chance occurrence. Throughout the hierarchy, we see that the number of pairs clustered together is much higher than expected, often ten times as much. On the other hand, it is also quite clear that had we wanted to predict which genes are on the list, looking at the clusters would not be truly useful. At low levels, only a few of the listed pairs are clustered together. At higher levels, while this number increases, it is only a small fraction of the number of pairs clustered together (see Table 1 ). In other words, if one would predict that two genes in the same clusters interact, or have a similar expression pattern, there will be a large amount of false positives.
Thus, the additional contribution of these results is that, in shedding light on the fact that such a correlation exists and in quantifying it, they show that it should be considered when analyzing gene expression data, or when trying to predict protein-protein interactions. For example, computational methods aiming to predict protein-protein interactions might be tested for accuracy against the data sets discussed here. This work raises the bar to which their predictive success should be compared. As we have shown that sequence similarity alone can produce results that are much higher than random, such computational methods should be compared, rather, to what may already be discerned from sequence similarity. Likewise, when analyzing success in predicting functional correlation based on gene expression data, one should actually consider what advantage such data gives over what can be learned from sequence similarity alone. 
BIOLOGICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we give examples of some biological information that is re ected in the clusters, how further information can be derived from them, and some pitfalls originating from the nature of the biological data.
We start with the latter. In Section 4, it was implied that the same prediction method tested for the annotated genes might be as successful when used for the unknown ones. This is, of course, overly optimistic. For example, in some cases, we can see that the lengths of the unknown ORFs differ signi cantly from those of the known ones in the same cluster, implying that they might be pseudogenes, as exempli ed in Tables 2 and 3 . In the rst example (Table 2) , a cluster that includes yeast FLO genes is shown. FLO genes encode cell surface proteins that are expected to play a major role in the control of occulation. Despite the fact that proteins in the group vary in their length, they all share high homology. For details on occulation genes FLO1-FLO9 and functional relevance of additional (shorter) related genes, see Teunissen and Steensma (1995) . In the second example (Table 3) , proteins are similar to Pep1p, while their short versions probably represent a fragmented coding region of a pseudogene. A protein like VTH2 is very similar to Pep1p and also to the YCR099 gene. Inspection of VTH2 protein indicates the presence of PEST sequences in its C-terminal as does Pep1p. All proteins in this cluster (109) are indeed membrane glycoproteins as is the Pep1p prototype.
On the other hand, one is not limited to annotations from the SGD. For example, Table 4 shows part of a cluster that is formed at the 7th level and stays the same throughout the next 28 levels. All the ORFs there are "unknown" in the SGD, but functional information on some of them can be found in other available databases such as in SwissProt (www.expasy.ch/sprot). There, they are listed as helicases, and similarly to the discussion above we may assume that the others (or at least those that are not obscenely short) are also Helicases (Louis and Haber, 1992) . Indeed, several of the listed hypothetical proteins are found in a subtelomeric Y' repeat region. This region contains long ORFs that potentially encode helicases. Indeed, some of the "unknown and putative ORFs" listed in Table 4 shown to produce a protein possesses helicase activity. Accordingly, a biological role for functional helicases in telomeric regions was proposed (Yamada et al., 1998) . Finally, we examine interacting pairs that appear in the DIP and are clustered together. For this we use a cluster hierarchy based on the amino sequences of the proteins, rather than the nucleotide sequences of the genes-see the next section for details. Table 5 describes the DIP pairs we found within the same cluster at level 20 of this clustering.
Cluster 571 contains 4 proteins (YML100W, YMR261C, YBR126C, YDR074W) that form a functional complex of trehalose-6-phosphate synthase/phosphatase (Reinders et al., 1997) that regulates glucoseinduced signaling. Figure 7 (left) shows the interactions of these proteins listed in DIP, with the four that appear in cluster 571 are circled.
In Fig. 7 (right) , the three proteins that compose cluster 574 (circled) form a multiprotein complex with alpha-1,6-mannosyl-transferase activity. These proteins are localized within the cis Golgi, and a biological role for this complex has been proposed (Jungmann and Munro, 1998) . We propose that proteins (as in Fig. 7 ) that on one hand interact with each other and on the other hand share DNA/protein sequence similarity may be used for structural suggestions concerning their interacting interface and docking properties. A test case may be the 20 proteins in cluster 553 ( ve of which were identi ed in interactions, Table 5 ). The proteins in this cluster contain members of the AAA family of ATPases and are components of the 26S proteasome complex.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
Clustering the gene space forces a structure upon it. In this work, this structure is based upon the sequence similarity between all pairs of genes, and we have seen that this approach is bene cial for inferring functional linkage. We have not made an attempt to nd the "true" structure of the gene space, if indeed such a notion can be well de ned. Setting a rigorous statistical framework, in which such structures can be evaluated, suggests further research towards better structuring. Even if we consider sequence similarity alone, some decisions here were rather arbitrary. What is the "correct" distance measure between sequences? What clustering method is most appropriate? A better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the purposed clustering algorithm may suggest answers to these questions. Another point is the generality of the results. While the formulation of both algorithm and evaluation is quite general, it would be interesting to know what the results would be when applied to other organisms. Also, here only genes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were considered, since the SGD annotations could be used for comparison. Would the predictive power increase when sequences from other organisms are incorporated? For example, the measure of similarity between two genes may be a function of their homologues in other organisms.
Here we examined the similarity between nucleotide sequences of genes. As was described in Section 5, we have also repeated the clustering process for upstream sequences. BLAST was used to nd matching genes and to estimate the match's E-score. Perhaps a re ned measure, augmented by a better clustering algorithm, could show a stronger correlation between upstream sequences and gene expression data.
Finally, it is of interest to see how much the results depend on the nucleotide sequences. Do we need the whole sequence? Would it be better to use the sequences of the encoded proteins instead? These two questions we have tested, by repeating the same experiments with full-length amino acid sequences and with the 600 nucleotides starting at the translation start position of the gene. The latter mimics the fragments of EST-like sequences. Similar results were obtained, except for the correlation with DIP, which was higher for the clustering based on protein sequences (not shown). The fact that using amino acid sequences rather than nucleotide sequences does not lead to signi cantly better results is interesting in its own right, and somewhat surprising. A possible explanation is that inspecting proteins from a single organism limits the effect of varying codon usage.
We have provided only partial explanations for the correlation with the non-sequence-based data sets. An examination of the differences in performance when using different types of sequences might yield a better understanding of it.
The data discussed here is available online at www.cs.huji.ac.il/»johnblue/yeast.
